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This paper is based on the supplied drawings, external references, kit
material – and an amount of extra material. It serves to illustrate how
this ship might be built.The level of complexity chosen is up to the
individual

This resource information was based on the original text supplied by Euromodel and then
expanded in detail as the actual ship was constructed by MSW member piratepete007.
[Additional & exceptional support was gratefully received from another MSW member
marktiedens. My sincere thanks to him and other MSW members.]
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Neither the author or Euromodel have any commercial interest in this information and it
is published on the Euromodel web site in good faith for other persons who may wish to
build this ship. Euromodel does not accept any responsibility for the contents that follow.

This is not an instructional manual but is a collaboration amongst a
number of MSW members whose interpretations were based on the
drawings and the supplied kit.
•
•

Additional material used was dictated by personal choices.
Greater simplification would be achieved by using the material as it is supplied.

Model Ship World Forum
I am indebted to those members who were, or are, involved in their own build of the Royal William and have allowed me to add
photos from their posts – but not utilising their personal text - in the belief that the images could add both a stimulus and an interest to
new builders of this ship. So my grateful thanks go to … Brian C; Denis R; KeithW; marktiedens; Vince P, Ken3335

They have taken the RW build to a much higher level than intended by this kit.

Reference Texts
Fighting at Sea in the Eighteenth Century; The Art of Sailing Warfare by Sam Willis (2008)
Historic Ship Models by Wolfram zu Mondfeld (1989)
Seventeenth Century Rigging by R.C. Anderson (1955) [almost a complete copy of his earlier book The
Rigging of Ships in the Days of the Spritsail Topmast, 1600 – 1720 (1927) ]
The Construction and Fitting of the English Man of War 1650-1850 by Peter Goodwin (1984)
The Masting and Rigging of English Ships of War 1625 – 1860 by James Lee (1984).

For the purposes of discussion, this ship is considered as an 18 C build.
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YouTube Rigging Links
The following links may be of interest but their inclusion in no way suggests that they are
recommended or not.

Belaying pin rigging: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fUSKKMEW7yY
Block Fastening to Eye Bolts: http://modelshipworld.com/index.php/topic/13963-fastening-blocks-toeyebolts/?hl=%2Bfastening+%2Bblocks+%2Beyebolts
Block rigging to a mast, gaff or boom: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WUrRb66VSSE
Chain plate & lower dead eyes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0F1c307mQ8
Deadeye construction: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UpaGK6v7dlc
Deadeye fitting on channels: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQ_gM2Pb3oE
Deadeye rigging the easy way: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oU-h8i4LtPM

Lanyard rigging: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PrImPdbLRAw
Ratline making: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yMmGFWJhi8E
Rope coils: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SddByswjBUs
Seizing a rope or line: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nzDl5MYOgmQ
Shroud pair rigging, Part 1: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qb-FA3P6PBk
Shroud pair rigging, Part 2: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FV4WA2vCqD8
Shroud pair rigging, Part 3: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g7V_uJjoJEo
Shroud installation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rGu2cIu8lSE
Strops and metal hooks: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0IXIElThY1E
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Chapter 1:RIGGING SYSTEMS & ORDER
Rigging Systems
Rigging a ship is primarily a method of securing and tensioning all the spars (masts, yards, booms,
gaffs and sprits) through a system of standing (fixed) rigging which includes stays, backstays &
shrouds.
The rigging also includes a system of running (moveable) rigging to alter tension amongst the spars,
raise and lower the yards and booms, furl and unfurl the sails, alter the positioning of sails and to
generally control/restrict the movement of the large expanses of sail.

Many builders do not entertain the inclusion of sails even though Euromodel includes the
material for this. This then reduces a large amount of the running rigging needed and makes
for a far more simple process.

To simplify this interpretation, the rigging will be for a ship with no sails

Information from Drawings
If the builder is serious about the task of rigging – and most are – then it is worth the time to
investigate books on rigging such as …
The Masting and Rigging of English Ships of War 1625 – 1860 by James Lee (1984).
Even with the accurate drawings provided, this type of work by its very nature is complicated and
maybe painful. No matter how good the drawings are, reference to historically accurate texts and
drawings is essential to provide a more open mind to what will be done.
In building this ship, there was a need to constantly make comparisons between the original
drawings and what was to be read in other references. That is what ship-building is all about.
Another useful text is … Historic Ship Models by Wolfram zu Mondfeld (1989).

This introduction simply highlights a few specific areas of the standing and
running rigging.
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Order of Standing Rigging?
Work proceeds from … bow to stern … and from … bottom to top. Success is dependant on …
tension … and … counter-tension. Consideration must be given to creating a tension in a rope and
then taking into account the counter-tension being exerted by other connecting ropes.
Shrouds and backstays
…

individual ropes fitted first starboard … and then … port

Builders have their own ideas when it comes to rigging - two different approaches shown below
serve to illustrate some differences in the order of rigging.

Theoretical (and maybe practical)
Method of Rigging
1. Masts (especially bowsprit) fitted with any
required blocks.
2. Bowsprit fixed in position & standing rigging
added ...
a. bowsprit gammoning
b. bobstays
c. bowsprit shrouds
3. Three lower masts fixed in position.
... step by step ...
4. Lower deadeyes and chain plates in position.
5. Main and fore shrouds attached and ratlines added.
6. Main stay and Fore stay lines fixed in position.
7. Mizzen shrouds attached and ratlines added.
8. Mizzen stay lines fixed in position.
9. Fore, main and mizzen backstays fixed in position.
10. Fore topmast shrouds attached and ratlines added.
11. Main topmast shrouds attached and ratlines added.

etc.

A Method According to an Experienced
Builder
“I work from back to front because of past experience - it`s way
too easy to snap the bowsprit off while turning the ship around
many times (done that), so I do as much as I can before
mounting the bowsprit. I do, however,always work bottom to
top. I wait to do the main stay until after the bowsprit is in place
since it terminates around the base of the bowsprit. I also do all
the shrouds before any of the stays to to keep the masts more
steady when tensioning the stays,except for the bowsprit shrouds
- they are about the last thing done of the standing rigging due to
their vulnerability.”
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Chapter 2: SHROUDS
Shroud Line Rigging
futtock shroud

Rope Sequencing

topmast
shroud

shroud
lower
rigging
futtock shroud

rat lines

lower
shroud

sheer pole

Shroud ropes when viewed as a group either side of a mast
created a strong supporting tension athwartships and aft.
Their fixing (‘wrapping’) around the mast is carried out in a
specific sequence that begins at the fore end of the rope
group on the starboard side. The sequence is explained in
more detail below.
A ‘shroud gang’ was formed from one rope length well
over double the distance from channel to masthead with an
eye seized in the middle. The eye was very slightly larger
than the mast girth and fitted over the mast with the two
rope lengths coming down on the starboard side and then
‘seized’ down to the deadeyes anchored on the hull just
below the channels. This was then carried out for the port
side and the sequence alternated until the required number
of shroud ropes were added. If there were an odd number of
ropes, then the first rope added was a single rope added to
each side to begin with (rope 3 in Fig. 2 below) – this
applies to both the main mast (9) and mizzen mast (5)
shrouds. Sufficient length should be left to allow for the
ropes to wrap around the upper deadeyes and the short
lengths seized.

Shroud Sequence

Figure 1: Shrouds and Stays

Fore Lower Mast:
4 - 5 - 6 - 7 – 8 – 9 – 10 – 11- 12 - 13
Main Lower Mast:
4 – 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 – 10 – 11- 12 - 13
Mizzen Lower Mast:
3-4–5–6-7
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wrapping
rope

Shroud Collar
There is an intricate way of doing the seizing but the
simpler choice is most commonly used by most
builders. It involves :
… a simple knot (e.g. reef knot),
….a few wrapping turns, and then
… a dab of glue.

cut end will
just be visible
at end of
wrapping

reef (square)
knot

In Fig. 3, one end of the seizing rope is laid down
(broken red line showing the part hidden) on the
ropes being seized, the other end is then wrapped
Figure 3: Shroud Collar Basic Seizing
around a number of times over these three ropes and
held in place by glue. The other end of this seizing rope (indicated by the red circle), is then neatly cut
back. This is the method that most will utilize !

Figure 4: Foremast Shroud Sequencing
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Deadeyes & Chain Plates

The lower deadeyes are held by ‘chain plates’
that pass through the channels and fixed onto
the hull beneath.
Figure 5: Fixing the Shrouds

Alignment of Lower Deadeyes & Chain Plates
The correct positioning of the lower dead eyes that will be fixed into the channels is essential since
they will not be evenly spaced apart.
The position of the foremost and aftermost shrouds need to be established – red lines in Fig. 7. Other
shroud positions in between these (blue lines) can then be determined by lines of best fit between
gunports, etc (Fig. 7 below). The extensions of all these lines can be marked in pencil on the hull and
used to determine the positions for the lower deadeyes and chain plates.

alignment of deadeyes

chain plate
incorrectly
positioned
correct alignment
for chain plate

Figure 7: Lack of Alignment Through the Channels

Fig. 6 illustrates the difficulty in producing the
theoretically correct alignment whilst Fig. 7 is correct. In
this latter image (of the RW foremast) can be seen the
uneven distribution of the shrouds necessitated by the
presence of gun ports.

Figure 6: Correct Alignment of Chain
Plates
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Fixing the Upper Deadeye Position & Shroud Rope Lengths
A jig can be used to create the correct shroud rope length and the upper deadeye ‘horizontal’
alignment. With permission, an edited version is produced (not for the RW but the same principles
apply) from the Model Ship World Forum written by Gene Bodnar. Thanks Gene.
“A balsawood jig (Fig. 8) is made for each side and firmly clamped onto the channel and its location
marked at either end so it can be repositioned exactly at a later time.
Each shroud tackle is then pulled taut to the centre of the lower deadeye, and its 'run' marked on the
balsa block to the point where it intersects the lower deadeye. Also mark a line which indicates the
uppermost height of the upper deadeyes – refer to Fig. 7.

Figure 8: Shroud Jig 2 (not the RW)

Where this upper deadeye line intersects the tackle lines – and without worrying about orientation at
this point) - the deadeyes are each fixed in position with a couple of brass plank nails that are easily
pushed into the balsa wood.
Each of the shroud ropes/tackle is then pulled taut around each deadeye. Using tweezers, the rope is
arranged so the wrap-round occurs at the top and in line with the upper deadeye line. Ropes are sealed
with a drop of instant glue – without applying glue to the deadeye! This process is repeated
alternately from port-starboard-port etc.
The deadeye must have the correct orientation. Each line should tie up with the same tension with the
deadeyes being at the same level (well, almost).
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Seizing the Shroud Rope

The shroud rope is secured with two or three seizings. Historically there were three
seizings:
1. an ‘eye seizing’ nearest the deadeye,
2. a ‘middle seizing’, and
3. an ‘end seizing’ near the short end of the shroud rope.
The short end …
… should always be forward on the port side and aft on the starboard side.
Fig. 9 was taken from the starboard side of another model where both forward and
aft positions on the deadeye are evident for the short end. A case of how exacting
you wish to be
Figure 9: Short End of
Shroud Rope

All short ends must be finished to the same length but at this stage leave excess length.

Initially, complete the eye seizing to fully secure the wrap-around. Many will choose to leave this till later
but I wanted to be sure about securing that rope.

end seizing
middle seizing
triple halfhitch overlay

eye seizing

3

3
5

1

5

*

1
knot

2

2

6

6
4

4
front view

back view

Figure 10: Order of Deadeye Rigging
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Deadeye Rigging
Rigging the deadeyes once they are mounted is a straightforward task (adding a sticky label to each
rope with a number to identify each shroud can be useful). Fig. 10 illustrates the sequence normally
involved in rigging the deadeye. Until that is completed, ignore the seizings included in the figure.

seizings

half-hitches

Figure 12: Seizings and Half-Hitches

With deadeyes rigged and tensioned, the
jig was modified by adding a height to it
equal to the length of the short wrapaound rope which will be seized to the
shroud above the deadeye. This extra
height gives a gauge to determine the
length of that short rope – which will vary
according to the angle of each shroud
rope.”

Seizing Completion
In Fig. 10, the lanyard (blue line) is shown extending from the rear of the bottom deadeye and forming a
triple half-hitch over the eye seizing at the base of the shroud rope. Fig. 12 shows an attempt at creating a
knot/ hitch of some sorts but is not the hitch described above - this illustrates the variance possible in any
build.
Over the lower seizing, there was usually at least a triple half-hitch (blue lines) – refer to Fig. 10. This
photograph appears not to have a triple but perhaps a double half-hitch. Once all deadeyes are rigged and
tensioned, the jig is placed back in its original position and some brass nails used to secure the upper
deadeyes to the jig by pushing them through the threaded holes. You may need thin brass pins for this.
The deadeyes are now held in a fixed positions and the task of seizing the shroud ropes above the deadeye
should be relatively straightforward.

Figure 13: Royal William Deadeye Rigging
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Staves
In Fig. 15, the uppermost stave (red arrows) on each set of shrouds is the futtock stave used in
conjunction with the futtock shrouds. These futtock shrouds run from the outer edges of a top
downwards and inwards to the futtock stave, and counter the strain of the shrouds that rise upwards
from the edge of the top.

although 1 x 1 mm. timber
strips would have been ideal
for the staves, they were too
fragile; 1.5 x 1.5 mm was
used instead

Figure 14: Staves Lashed to
Individual Shrouds

Figure 15: Overall View of Shrouds & Staves
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Catharpins
Upper and lower catharpins are not shown in many drawings and are a rigging feature best left to the
very serious builder [it is not shown in the Euromodel drawings]. Introduced in the mid 17C, their
function was to bowse (i.e. haul) in the opposite shrouds on the masts to …
• counteract the outward tension of the futtock shrouds
• create extra room for the yards to be drawn in more
obliquely when sails were being close-hauled.
futtock plate
futtock shroud

upper catharpins

futtock stave

shroud
lower catharpins

“Ignorance of the crosscatharpins is not necessarily
fatal. Explanation almost certainly would be.” Patrick
O’Brian (author).

The upper ones took on a variety of forms, depending
on the period…
Anderson (1955, 60, 61) mentions that a new type of
catharpin rigging was introduced around 1700 which
consisted of a single continuous lashing around the
shrouds and futtock staves from one side to the other.

Figure 16: Upper & Lower Catharpins

This rigging was tightened up by having its parts frapped (i.e. wrapped )
together in three bundles. It is believed correct to add this frapped version
to vessels that are dated anytime after 1680. This is illustrated in the
attached diagram which shows firstly the plain rigging and then the effect
of frapping this afterwards.
Figure 17: Continuous
Catharpin Line

Figure 18: Catharpin
Line Frapped into Three
Bundles

Lee (1984, 43) – for a similar time period – suggests that frapping into one bundle was also used. So
some research has turned up quite a difference in opinion about catharpin rigging and it is not
surprising to come across a variety of interpretation in
ship models.
After 1733, the format changed significantly (Fig. 19 –
author from MSW unknown).
If adding the catharpins, this should be done prior to
installing the futtock shrouds.
Whilst the futtock
stave is frequently
installed as a brass
rod in models (Fig.
Figure 19: Upper Catharpins (post 1733)
20, author unknown),
my belief is that, historically, it was commonly a square-sectioned
length of timber.
Figure 20: Brass Futtock Stave
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Position of upper caparthins - generally as far below the top as the top mast was above the top
The lower catharpins were used to bowse in a part of the shrouds and were continuous lengths of rope
and ran from side to side in a diagonal fashion. [Lees, 1984, 43]. They were generally located about
one-third the way up the shrouds.

Topmast Futtock Shrouds
These short lines run from the outer edges of the lower mast top downwards and inwards to a point on
the lower shrouds (Fig. 16), and balance the force of shrouds that rise from the edge of the top.
Chainplates (Fig. 21) were made by wrapping the deadeyes with 0.8 mm
brass wire & soldering them shut. The ends were cut off & flattened by
pinching them in a vice. Finally,a hole was drilled in the flattened ends.
Hooks used in the rigging were also made from the same brass wire.
Smaller hooks were used on the mizzen shrouds.
Using A Soldering Gun/ Iron

Figure 21: Shroud
Chainplates

A higher power (e.g. 100W) soldering gun works better than a low power one.
The higher power gun heats the metal very quickly so it just takes a couple of
seconds of contact to do the soldering.Using a low power gun may take a minute
or two to get the metal hot enough,which actually increases the chance of charring
the deadeyes. Also it is important to use a dab of flux so the solder will flow
properly.

topmast

futtock shrouds

futtock stave

lower mast

Figure 22: Topmast Futtock Shrouds
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Topmast Shrouds

Figure 23: Topmast Shrouds

Ratlines
Irregularity of Shroud Spacing
Fig. 24 illustrates the fact that the shroud ropes will
never be uniformly spaced (red arrows) due to both
the angle over which the ropes are spread and the
fact that the deadeye anchorage points will depend
on the positioning of such things as gunports.
Regularity of Ratline Spacing
The spaces between successive rows of ratlines
should be uniform (blue arrows in Fig. 24) – this
can easily be attained using a white card marked
with black lines held behind the shroud ropes
although many, with practice, simply use their own
sight. Another, but untried method, is shown in
Figs. 31 – 33.
Figure 24: Shroud & Ratline Spacing

References such as Anderson (1974) and Lees (1984) both support the ratline dimensions as ...
• spaced 15 – 16 inches apart (e.g. 5.3 – 5.6 mm. at a scale of 1:72)
• made from rope that was 0.5 inches in diameter (e.g. 0.18 mm at the above scale)

The Euromodel drawings suggest the different rope diameters that could be
used but often individuals use rope from other sources (refer to Fig. 29).
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Seizing the Ratlines
At least in the 18C each end was eye-spliced and seized but it is a common practice in building
models to tie them off with a knot instead – straightforward but not for the purist. Others just overlay
the ratline at the ends and glue. Obviously a number of choices.

Inner Knot
A favoured knot is the clove hitch (‘double half-hitch’)

Figure 25: ‘Clove Hitch’ on Inner
Shrouds

Outer Knot
A very clean finish could be obtained by ‘eye splicing’ which involves using a needle to pass the
ratline through the shroud itself, glueing in place and then cutting off.
However, the ‘cow hitch’ … is another possibility that looks
much neater than a clove hitch for the two outer ones. As
shown in Fig. 26, the tail of the cow hitch is shown on the
lower part of the knot.

Figure 26: 'Cow Hitch' on Outer
Shrouds

Figure 27: Bowsprit Ratlines
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To make the knots permanent, a
small drop of diluted (50 – 70%
with water ) PVA is frequently
added – examples include Elmer’s
GlueAll in the USA and Selley’s
Aquadere in Australia.

cow hitch

clove hitch

Figure 28: Lower Ratting Commenced

For this build, rope used was...
Lower Shrouds
fore & main : 1.14 mm. (0.75 mm.)
mizzen: 0.88 mm. (0.5 mm.)
(compared to Euromodel shown in red)

Shroud diameters selected were as stated above but two different ratline diameters
were tried out with the 0.18 mm thread selected. In the tedious work that follows
with ratting, it will generally happen that far more thread is used than available in
the kit. This builder chose a Coats & Clark tan thread called "dogwood" which was
almost identical to Syren rope... ”the thread looked darker on the spool and in
hindsight would have chosen a slightly darker thread”.
Figure 29: Ratting
Thread

0.18 mm.
0.3 mm.

Figure 30: Ratline Diameter Comparisons
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Figure 31: Lower Ratting Completed

Figure 32: Topmast Ratlines

Figure 33: Futtock Shroud Ratlines
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Maintaining Ratline Spacing Whilst Ratting
The builder (Mark Tiedens, MSW member) whose work is shown in the previous two images achieved an
excellent consistency in the separation of ratlines by using his sense of judgement alone. Other methods can
include a white card with line spacings drawn onto it and placed behind the shrouds or using a clamping
device as shown in Figs. 34 – 36. This latter approach is an alternative but untried method that some do use.

sandpaper glued
onto
internal
surfaces

width = ratline spacing
(e.g. 5.5 mm.)

Figure 34: Timber Ratline Sticks

Figure 35: Sticks Clamped in Position

Figure 36: Ratting
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Topgallant Shrouds
Around 1719, the pairs of two shrouds fitted
either side of the topgallant mast became three
lines per side (Fig. 37) – seized around the
mast head with the lower ends seized to the
stave in the lower topmast shrouds, thus
forming futtock shrouds.
As evident by models held at the NMM,
catharpin rigging did not extend to the
topmasts until after 1805.

Figure 37: Topgallant Shrouds

Lees (61,1984) makes the following
comment ... ‘ratlines were not fitted (to
topgallant shrouds) up to about 1715;
from then until 1745 large and small
ships had them fitted all the way up the
shrouds. After 1745, very few ships had
ratlines and those few that did carry
them had the lower section of the
shrouds only so fitted, about six ratlines
being rigged.’

fore topgallant
lift lines

However, Anderson (69, 1955) is more
generalised in his statement ...
‘Topgallant shrouds were very seldom
ratted, but those of the mizzen topmast
and the spritsail topmast were.’
Considering both statements, there is no
concern over the degree of ratting on
the Royal William.

fore topgallant
stay
one of two
topgallant
backstays

shrouds

Figure 38: Overview of Topgallant Rigging
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Chapter 3: STAYS
Overview
Whilst there will always be variations, the following points should be considered …
• preventer stays were located above stays (*)
• where there was a size difference, then the stay is larger than the preventer stay
• lower ends of stays were secured to dead eyes, long tackles or just seized
• preventer stays were rove through blocks
*

Mondfeld (1989, 293) is in agreeance with Euromodel’s drawings and as such the preventer stay is
not always above the stay. In Fig. 21, the main topmast & mizzen topmast preventer stay are
shown below their respective stays. The reason for the interchange of stay positions is uncertain
but there is no reason to doubt this approach.

main topgallant preventer stay
main topgallant stay

Stays create a longitudinal
tension
forewards
and
counteracted by backstays
tensioning aftwards .

fore topgallant stay

main topmast stay
main topmast preventer stay
mizzen topmast stay
mizzen topmast preventer stay

jib stay

fore topmast preventer stay
fore topmast stays
main backstays
fore backstays
main preventer stay
main stay

fore preventer stay /
fore stay

Shrouds create an
athwartships
tension
(blue).
Figure 39: Stays, Backstays, Preventer Stays & Shrouds

From the drawings, the back

stay detail is clearly shown and no comments will be made.
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Diameter Gradation
The largest of the stays – the main stay – by historical standards, would have a diameter equal to one
sixth of the 12 mm. main mast diameter. In this case therefore the main stay would have a diameter of
2 mm. The stay for the topmast of the main mast would then be one half of the stay below it i.e. 1
mm. Progressing upwards, the topgallant stay would be 0.5 mm. and the uppermost royal stay would
be 0.25 mm. What holds true to the main mast will also apply to other lower masts and the stays
above them.

Kit vs. Reality
A kit will always be a compromise compared to what is found in the real ship. Euromodel have done
well to supply a diverse array of components but you will need to decide how much variation to put
into this build. Such an example is found with the Main Mast. The drawings show … the main stay is
one sixth of the mast diameter, the topmast stay is one half the diameter of the stay below it but the
topgallant stay is not one half the diameter of the topmast stay.
The kit only supplies rigging up to 1.5 mm. and all the rigging is only a light fawn colour.
Your choices/ decisions revolve around:
• following the rope dimensions of the drawings or leaning towards reality,
• observing the gradation rule,
• changing the rope colour
In spite of what is said, most rope coming out of the rope walks contained some tar and therefore
would have shown a slight brown colouration. On the ship, standing lines were treated heavily with
Stockholm tar on a regular basis and became quite blackened over time. The tar was necessary to
protect the fibres from the ravages of marine air and ultraviolet radiation.

Preventer Stays
The preventer stay was introduced about 1700. Both Anderson (1955) and Lees (1984) state that the
preventer stay was generally above the stay rope and of a lesser diameter. Its function was to spread
the tension exerted on the masts and thus avoiding/reducing distortion along the mast length. Another
significant aspect was that with the snaking of line between the stay and the preventer lines, there
would be a reduced chance of the stay collapsing onto the decks during conflict. Anderson (1955)
points out that there is no definitive answer as to whether snaking was a permanent feature or not.
Some believe that the snaking was only carried out before a conflict. The problem for the builder then
is whether such rigging would be dark (i.e. permanent) or natural (i.e. temporary). The feeling here is
to go with a dark-coloured/ colored rigging.
In this ship there is a mixture of combinations:
• individual stays,
• preventer stays paired with stays (not snaked)
• preventer stays paired with stays (snaked)
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stay

preventer
stay

Figure 41: Preventer Stay Seized with
Deadeyes to Mast
Block N

Figure 40: Stay to Deck; Preventer Stay to Mast
Top

Mizzen and main topmast stays …
…rove through a block located in each of the main
and fore lower mast heads and directed down to
Block N that form a halliard tackle at the deck (Fig.
40).
In this particular figure, the preventer stay is below
the stay but that is often not the case – refer back to
Fig. 21.

Main topgallant preventer stay …
… rove through a block located in the head of the fore topmast and directed down to a seizing point
on the top below.
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Stay Collar and Mouse
Each stay had a collar which was wrapped around a masthead but prevented from pulling tight by the
use of a stay mouse – a structure raised on the stay rope large enough not to pass through a small loop
at the stay end (Fig. 42).
served collar
at masthead

A woven texture is a feature of the mouse which
contrasts strongly with the served collar.
An excellent way of producing this effect is by
padding out the stay to the shape of a mouse (a
pear pointing downwards) and then lashing a
thin thread around the stay above and below the
padding. A series of longitudinal lines are then
created over the padding between the top and
bottom lashings. A further series of fine thread
lines are then added by alternatively going over
and under the longitudinal lines. This is
illustrated in Fig.42.

approx.
25.4 mm
(6 feet)

mouse
spliced eye

Figure 42: Stay Collar and Mouse

Many builders avoid producing the mouse (Fig.
43).

Figure 43: Stay Collar Without a Mouse
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Foremast Stays
preventer stay

Fore Stay &
Preventer Stay

Figure 44: Fore Stay and Fore Preventer Stay

F2

F2:
A:

3mm., 2 hole
Deadeye, 7 mm.

1.5 mm.
1 mm.

A

Figure 45: Fore Stay & Preventer Stays

The following MSW comments on snaking were found …
“… a needle was used to thread the thin line through the stay and
preventer… the tension of the thread can be adjusted on each segment to
keep it relatively straight and avoid pulling the two stays together.”

Figure 46: Clove Hitch Knot

“… clove hitch knots were attempted in the outer part of the stay, but
tying the knots in the inner part of the stays worked better.”
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foremast stays & preventer stays (cont.)

Topmast Stays & Preventer Stay
The concept of a two stay and one preventer stay identification is based on Mondfeld’s comments
(1989, 293) where he described the rigging in use pre-1720.

E1/F1:
F2:
P:
B:

fore topmast stays
fore topmast
preventer stay

3mm., 1 hole
3mm., 2 hole
violin block, 11 mm.
Deadeye. 5 mm.

0.75 mm

1 mm.

P
F1
70

B
0.25 mm.
F2

71

F1

70

Figure 47: Fore Topmast Stays &
Preventer Stay

71

71

70
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foremast stays & preventer stays (cont.)

Jib Stay / Fore Topgallant Stay
Both of these stays are associated with jib sails. All four blocks
shown are F1’s. Many do not include the two blocks for the stay
sails (seized above the jib boom).

Figure 48: Fore Topgallant and Jib Stays
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Main Mast Stays
Stay Lower Rigging

upper
heart

lower
heart

lanyard
stay collar
from 18C,
fully served

lower collar

Figure 49: Main Stay,
Lower Portion

Figure 50: Main Stay Lower Collar and Hearts
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Main Mast Stays (cont.)
Stay & Preventer Stay Overview

preventer stay

stay
H1/3
H1/4
0.25 mm.
1.5 mm.
E1

E1/F1: 3mm., 1 hole
Q1/ H1: 5mm., 1 hole

105
106
2 mm.

this build incorrectly
shows the thicker line
(i.e. stay) above

Figure 51: Main Mast Stay and Preventer Stay
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Main Mast Stays (cont.)
Topmast Stay & Preventer Stay
Refer back to Fig. 40 and related text. The main topmast stay and the mizzen topmast stay both have
lines going down to Block N and a halliard tackle on the deck (as discussed earlier).

Topgallant Stay & Preventer Stay
Both stay lines are of the same diameter but given the rigging used, the upper line would be termed
the ‘main topgallant stay’. The lower end of this line is reeved through a block (H1) and extended
down to the fore top below. Fig. 52 below (not a clear photo) shows the use of a halliard tackle/ long
tackle anchored to the top. Plan Sheets 11 or 1 give no indication of the tackle blocks involved.

Figure 52: Upper Stay Collars on Main
Topgallant Mast

Figure 53: Main Topgallant Stay Passing Down to Fore Top
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Sprit Topmast Backstay
This rigging was typical on British ships around 1700 (Mondfeld 1989, 300) consisting of a
substantial standing rigging attached to the inner fore topmast stay with 10 blocks plus running
rigging reeving through the foreward most block and passing down the sprit topmast to the top below.
Care must be taken in tensioning this backstay such that there is only a slight alteration to the fore
topmast stay – Mondeld suggest no more than 3 % deflection. The best approach is to produced less
tension in this backstay than the other stays and shrouds but not enough to have the whole system
looking slack.
F1
F1

E1/F1:

3mm., 1 hole
0.25 mm.
running
rigging
(red)

E1

running rigging
seized to two ring
bolts on top

Figure 54: Sprit Topmast Backstay

Figure 55: Seizing of Running Rigging
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Main & Mizzen Stay Installation -an alternative
Installation of the main and mizzen back stays along with the mizzen stays is a method utilised by
some builders to avoid possible damage to an already installed bowsprit as the ship is being turned
around during rigging. The crowsfeet at the mizzen top is also shown.

mizzen topmast
stay

mizzen topmast
preventer stay

mizzen topmast
back stays

mizzen stay

main topgallant
back stays
main topmast
back stays

Figure 56: Mizzen & Main
Stays and Back Stays
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